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1. Identify Reserve/Guard DOCEX Coordination team in DIA DOCEX Operations Cell.

2. Identify and establish Reserve/Guard DOCEX teams at identified JRICS.


4. Develop working group to facilitate future Reserve/Guard DOCEX support.

5. Coordinate all efforts fully with DIA/SERVICES
KEYS TO SUCCESS

❖ Develop DIA Community Reserve/Guard DOCEX CONOPS
❖ Clarify DOCEX requirements in DIA DO.
❖ Request use of JRICs IAW J2/JFCOM.
❖ Identify Guard/Reserve members through DIA/RMO & DO RLO.
❖ Request Service Support for mission if no personnel identified.
❖ Establish working group to address issues and develop implementation plan to reach success.
JRIP DOCEX Coordination Team

- Identify 2 person JRIP DOCEX Coordination Team in DIA DOCEX OPS
  - 04-06 Management/facilitation skills (Linguist 1+) TS SCI
  - E5-03 Linguist in required language (ARABIC or equivalent 2+) TS SCI
  - ADT/ Mobilization DIA/DO RLO //DIA/DA-RMO

- Team would coordinate R/G tasking at JRICs with DIA/DO DOCEX PMO.
- Team would organize/manage Peer QC and virtual team translations.
Identify minimum 4 translation teams to work DOCEX at identified HUB JRIC DOCEX sites.

- Joint/Army/Navy/Air Force/National Guard Team, 4-7 linguist team and team chief.
- Facilitate access to Harmony to review, translate and post final product and summary.
- Team would received tasking through DOCEX coordinator.
- NGIC Harmony MTT to JRIC to orient Data Base.
- Individuals to receive orientation in route at DIA or NGIC.
JRIG DOCEX SITES

- **JRIG DOCEX Site Selection Requirements**
  - Active DOCEX support staff currently at site.
  - Work stations both on JWICS and SIPRNET.
  - Have DOCEX mission or potential linguists at site.
  - Coordinated Service approvals for mobilization.

- **Initial JRIG Site Selection based on above criteria**
  - CAMP BULLIS/Transition to KELLY AFB when IOC
  - FT. SHERIDAN
  - DRAPER JRIG
  - FT. DIX
  - DETROIT (construction in July)
Deployable DOCEX Teams

1. Coordinate with DHS RMO to id deployable DOCEX teams to identify, scan and process documents.
   - Team would work directly for DHS.
   - Process for deployment through DO Contingency Support Branch.
   - DHS funded ADT/ADSW or mobilization.

2. Three to four person team comprised of:
   - Team Chief (E-7 to 04)
   - Admin Support (E-4 to E-7)
   - Technical Systems Support (E-4-02)
   - Linguist (E-3 to 05) (Arabic or equiv)

3. Develop a DIA Reserve DOCEX team Joint Reserve Unit (JRU):
   - Part of DHS JRU
   - Provide Oversight/DIA DOCEX
   - Provide min 4 Deployable Teams
   - Establish 2 Cells/Draper/ARISC for virtual teaming translations
Future Efforts

- HARMONY is hosted on SIPRNET to allow production by non-intelligence military personnel with SECRET clearances.
- Additional JRICS could become involved as requirements are generated.
- Host DOCEX working group that facilitates future DOCEX production at JRICS during drill time and during times of crisis.
Document Exploitation (DOCEX)

- Mobile DOCEX Teams
  - Translators
  - DOCEX Techs
- K2 DOCEX TEAM
  - Translators
  - DOCEX Techs
- DIA DOCEX TEAM
  - Translators
  - DOCEX Techs
- Harmony Data Base
- Dissemination
- IIRs
  - RESERVE/GUARD
    - CAMP BULLIS
    - FT. SHERIDAN
    - FT. DIX
    - DRAPER NGB

Captured Documents
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